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The treatment planning system that has been used routinely in phase-I clinical 
trials of BNCT at Harvard/MIT consists of the MacNCTPlan interactive 
planning software coupled to the MCNP 4B Monte Carlo radiation transport 
code. The physical and mathematical principles of MacNCTPlan as well as its 
architecture, operation and application have been previously described 
elsewhere. The use of this software in clinical trials together with a detailed 
analysis of the code led to the identification of some limitations and 
deficiencies. The motivation for this PC version, Neutron Capture Therapy 
Planning, relies basically in two major reasons: the need to integrate the 
different steps for making a plan and the need to improve some features of the 
Macintosh version. 
NCTPlan aims to reproduce all the features and capabilities present in the 
Macintosh version. Working on this, some deficiencies were corrected and 
several changes in the interface were performed in order to provide a more 
friendly and reliable program. Among the changes intended to facilitate the 
treatment planning process, the most important are the integration of the 
auxiliary program MPREP to NCTPlan  and a great improvement in the 
visualization of isodose contours. NCTPlan has the ability to show the isodose 
distributions superimposed on two orthogonal planes of the CT volume, these 
planes being updated in real time as the orientation of the planes is changed. 
The major modifications to the mathematical algorithms concerned the material 
assignment in the geometric model, dose distribution calculations and three-
dimensional dose-volume histogram (DVH) derivation. 
Therefore, NCTPlan provides a user-friendly interface thanks to the integration 
of the different steps involved in treatment planning. Complete control of  the 
MCNP radiation transport code is under study. Cross-validation of NCTPlan 
against reference calculations made apparent the improvements performed on 
the mathematical algorithms. Although the code is still under investigation, 
several improvements have been made both to facilitate the treatment planning 
process and to increase the accuracy of the calculations.  
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